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Abstract. Driven by new application domains, the database manage-
ment systems (DBMSs) landscape has significantly evolved from single
node DBMS to distributed database management systems (DDBMSs).
In parallel, cloud computing became the preferred solution to run dis-
tributed applications. Hence, modern DDBMSs are designed to run in
the cloud. Yet, in distributed systems the probability of failures is the
higher the more entities are involved and by using cloud resources the
probability of failures increases even more. Therefore, DDBMSs apply
data replication across multiple nodes to provide high availability. Yet,
high availability limits consistency or partition tolerance as stated by the
CAP theorem. As the decision for two of the three attributes in not bi-
nary, the heterogeneous landscape of DDBMSs gets even more complex
when it comes to their high availability mechanisms. Hence, the selection
of a high available DDBMS to run in the cloud becomes a very challeng-
ing task, as supportive evaluation frameworks are not yet available. In
order to ease the selection and increase the trust in running DDBMSs in
the cloud, we present the Gibbon framework, a novel availability eval-
uation framework for DDBMSs. Gibbon defines quantifiable availability
metrics, a customisable evaluation methodology and a novel evaluation
framework architecture. Gibbon is discussed by an availability evaluation
of MongoDB, analysing the take over and recovery time.

Keywords: distributed database, database evaluation, high availability,
NoSQL, cloud

1 Introduction

The landscape of database management systems (DBMSs) has evolved signif-
icantly over the last decade, especially when it comes to large-scale DBMSs
installations. While relational database management systems (RDBMS) have
been the common choice for persisting data over decades, the raise of the Web
and new application domains such as Big Data and Internet of Things (IoT)
drive the need for novel DBMS approaches. NoSQL and only recently NewSQL
DBMSs [15] have evolved. Such DBMSs are often designed as a distributed
database management system (DDBMS) spread out over multiple database nodes
and supposed to run on commodity or even virtualised hardware.



Due to their distributed architecture, DDBMSs support horizontal scalability
and consequently the dynamic allocation and usage of compute, storage and
network resources [1] based on the actual demand. This fact makes Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) cloud platforms a suited choice for running DDBMSs, as it
provides elastically, on-demand, self-service resource provisioning [19].

Even though distributed architectures can be used to improve the availabil-
ity of the overall system, this is not automatically the case. In particular, in
distributed systems the probability of failures is the higher the more entities are
involved, i.e. in the case of DDBMSs the more data nodes are used. When cloud
resources are used, the situation is worsened, as failures on lower level may affect
multiple virtualised resources and cause mass failures [13, 16].

With respect to DDBMSs, the common approach to availability is to repli-
cate data items across multiple database nodes to ensure high availability in case
of resource failures. However, the desire for availability is hindered by the CAP
theorem stating that availability is achieved by scarifying consistency guaran-
tees or partition tolerance [6]. However, the choice between two of these three
attributes is not a binary decision and offers multiple trade-offs [5]. This has led
to a very heterogeneous DDBMS landscape not only with respect to the sheer
number of systems, but also the availability mechanisms they provide [11].

Hence, we find ourselves in the situation that more DDBMSs exist than ever,
each of them promising availability features and often enough even high avail-
ability. Further, many of these DDBMS are operated on IaaS infrastructures with
an increased risk of mass failures. Yet, for none of the DDBMSs it is known how
it actually behaves under failure conditions and how the failure condition affects
the availability of the DDBMSs. At the same time, no supportive frameworks
for evaluating availability of DDBMSs exist [24] and in consequence, selecting a
DDBMS becomes a gamble for users if availability is a major selection criterion.

In order to increase the trust in running DDBMSs on cloud resources and
easing the selection of high available DDBMSs, we present Gibbon, a novel frame-
work for evaluating the availability of DDBMSs. It explicitly supports cloud fail-
ure scenarios. Hence, our contribution is threefold: (1) we identify quantifiable
metrics to evaluate availability; (2) we define an extensible evaluation method-
ology; (3) we present a novel availability evaluation framework architecture.

The remainder is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the background
on availability, DDBMS and cloud computing, while Section 3 analyses the im-
pact of failures. Section 4 defines the availability metrics while Section 5 presents
the evaluation methodology. Section 6 presents the framework architecture. Sec-
tion 7 discusses the presented framework and Section 8 presents related work.
Section 9 concludes.

2 Background

In order to consolidate the context of the Gibbon framework, we introduce in
this section the background on DDBMSs, availability, and DDBMSs on IaaS.



2.1 Distributed Database Systems

Per definition, a DBMS manages data items grouped in collections or databases.
For DDBMS these data items are spread out over multiple database nodes each
of which runs management logic. Hence, the databases nodes communicate and
cooperate in order to realise the expected functionality.

The use of distribution has two conceptionally unrelated benefits: (i) more
data can be stored and processed, as the overall available capacity is the sum
of the capacity of the individual database nodes. In this usage scenario the
sharding (partitioning) strategy defines which data items are stored on which
of the database nodes. (ii) data items can be stored redundantly on multiple
database nodes protecting them against failures of individual database nodes. A
replication degree of n denotes that a data item is stored n times in the system.

Replication When sharding is used without replication, no tolerance against
node failures exists. On the other hand, using replication without sharding means
that all data is available on all database nodes. This is also referred to as full
replication. When sharding and replication is used in parallel, each database
node will contain only a subset of all data items [9]. Depending on the replication
strategy [22] a user is allowed to interact with only one of the replicas (master-
slave replication) or all of them (multi-master).
In the master-slave approach one of the n physical copies of a data item has the
master role. Only this item can be changed by users. It is the task of the database
node hosting this item to synchronize slave nodes. The latter only execute read
requests. A failure of the master will require the re-election of a new master
amongst the remaining slaves. In the multi-master approach, any replica can be
updated and the hosting database nodes have to coordinate changes.
Geo-replication caters for mirroring the entire DDBMS cluster to a different
location in order to protect the data against catastrophic events.
Replica Consistency Having multiple copies of the same data item in the
system requires to keep the copies in sync with each other. This is particularly
true for multi-master approaches. Here, two approaches exist: synchronous prop-
agation ensures consistency is coordinated amongst all database nodes hosting
a replica before any change is confirmed to a client. Asynchronous propagation
in turn delays this so that multiple diverging copies of the item can exist in the
system and clients can perform conflicting updates unnoticed.
Node and Task Types Besides storing data items, a DDBMS has several other
tasks to do: management tasks keep track of the location of data items, routing
queries to the right destination, and detecting node failures. Query tasks process
queries issued by the client and interact with the database nodes according to the
distribution information the management task stores. Depending on the actual
DDBMS these tasks are executed by all database nodes in peer-to-peer manner,
isolated in separate nodes, or even part of the database driver used by the client.
Storage Models For DBMS three top-level categories are currently in use [15]:
relational, NoSQL and NewSQL data stores. Relational data stores target trans-
actional workloads, providing strong consistency guarantees based on the ACID



paradigm [17]. Hence, relational data stores are originally designed as single
server DBMS, which have been extended lately to support distribution (e.g.
MySQL Cluster1). NoSQL storage models can be classified into key-value stores,
document-oriented stores, column-oriented stores and graph-oriented stores. Com-
pared to relational, their consistency guarantees are weaker and tend to towards
BASE [21]. This weakening consistency makes those DDBMS better suited for
distributed architectures and eases the realisation of features such as scalability
and elasticity. NewSQL data stores are inspired by the relational data model
and target strong consistency in conjunction with a distributed architecture.

2.2 Availability for DDBMSs

Generally, availability is defined as the degree to which a system is operational
and accessible when required for use [14]. Besides reliability (the measure of the
continuity of correct service” [3]), availability is the main pillar of many fault-
tolerant implementations [11].

In this paper, we solely focus on the availability aspect and assume that
DDBMSs are reliable, i.e. work as specified. As our primary metric, we use what
Zhong et al. call expected service availability and define availability of a DDBMS
as the proportion of all successful requests [27] over all requests.

The availability of the DDBMS can be affected by two kinds of conditions [11]:
(i) A high number of requests issued concurrently by clients, overloading the
DDBMS such that the requests of clients cannot be handled at all or are handled
with an unacceptable latency > ∆t. (ii) Failures occur that impact network
connectivity or availability of data items. The failure scenarios we consider are
subject to Section 2.3.

2.3 Cloud Infrastructure

IaaS clouds have become a preferable way to run DDBMSs. Due to its cloud
nature, IaaS offers more flexibility than bare metal resources. IaaS provides pro-
cessing, storage, and network to run arbitrary software [19]. The processing and
storage resources are typically encapsulated in a virtual machine (VM) entity
that also includes the operating system (OS). VMs run on hypervisors on top
of the physical infrastructure of the IaaS provider. As cloud providers typically
operate multiple data centres, IaaS eases to span DDBMSs across different ge-
ographical locations. The location of cloud resources can be classified into ge-
ographical locations (regions), data centres inside a region (availability zones),
racks inside a data centre and physical hosts inside a rack.

This set-up heavily influences availability as failures on different levels of that
stack can have impact on individual database nodes (running in one VM), but
also on larger sets of them. For instance, the failure of a hypervisor will lead to
the failure of all VMs on that hypervisor.

1 https://www.mysql.com/products/cluster/



An exemplary DDBMS deployment on IaaS is depicted in Figure 1. Here,
an 8-node DDBMS is deployed across two regions of one cloud provider. Each
database node is placed on a VM and the VMs rely on different availability zones
of the respective region. The example also illustrates the use of heterogeneous
physical hardware: availability zones B and C are built upon physical servers
without disks and dedicated storage servers. Availability zones A and D are
built upon servers with built-in disks.
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Fig. 1. DDBMS on IaaS

3 Failure Impact Analysis

Section 2.2 stated that two types of events impact the availability of DDBMSs:
overload and failures. Dealing with overload has seen much attention in litera-
ture (cf. Section 8) so that this paper will focus on the latter that has barely re-
ceived attention in the past [24]. In particular, our work addresses the capabilities
of DDBMSs availability mechanisms to overcome failures in IaaS environments.

3.1 Replication for Availability

In Section 2.1, we introduced replication and partitioning as two major, but ba-
sically unrelated concepts used in DDBMSs. This section investigates the impact
of their use under failure conditions.

No Replication Apparently, when a database node fails and no replication
is used, all data items stored on that database node become unavailable. The
impact on the overall availability of the DDBMS depends on the access pattern
of the failed shard, but for uniform distribution, the availability will drop to N−1

N
while this database node is unavailable.



Table 1. DDBMS Failures in a Cloud Infrastructure

failure level emulate recovery

DDBMS node forcibly terminate VM replace VM
VM forcibly terminate VM replace VM
physical server forcibly terminate all VMs on server replace VMs/move zone
availability zone forcibly terminate all VMs in zone move zone or region
region forcibly terminate all VMs in region move region/provider
cloud provider forcibly terminate VMs hosted by provider move provider

Master-slave Replication When master-slave replication is used, the failure
of a single database node has less impact, as copies of the data item are in the
system. Yet, the process of detecting the failure and finding a new master for
all data items from the failed database node needs time no matter if the new
master is elected manually or automatically [11]. Hence, for uniform distribution
of access, availability will still drop to N−1

N . Yet, hopefully for a shorter time.
Multi-master Replication When using multi-master replication the failure
of a single database node does not affect the overall availability, as any other
database node hosting a replica of the requested data item can be contacted.
Nevertheless, depending on the driver implementation and the routing, a small
portion of requests may fail, when they are connected with the failed database
node at the time of failure.
Functional Nodes Some DDBMSs make use of additional hosts that function
as entry points for clients or as a registry storing the mapping from data item
to database node. The failure of these node also has impact on the overall avail-
ability. In particular, if configured wrong, the failure of any of those nodes can
render the entire DDBMSs unavailable.

3.2 Failures and Recovery

This section investigates failures and recovery of DDBMSs hosted on Clouds. In
particular, it derives how to emulate the failure of certain resources for the sake
of evaluating availability metrics of different DDBMSs.

From Figure 1 we can see that a cloud-operated DDBMS sits on top of
several layers of hard- and software. Hence, even assuming that both DDBMS
code and the operating system surrounding it are correct, the large stack leaves
opportunities that can go wrong: On the infrastructure level, servers, network
links, network device, power supplies, or cooling may fail. Similarly, on software
level, management software and hypervisors can fail; algorithms, network, and
devices can be buggy, misconfigured, or in the process of being restarted.

Any of these failures can affect virtual machines and virtual networks, but
also physical servers, physical networks, entire racks, complete availability zones,
or even entire data centers. Table 1 lists these failure levels with a way to emulate
the failure and an action that helps to recovery from the failure.

The failure of a database node or a virtual machine can be represented as
virtual machine unavailability and can be emulated by forcibly terminating the



Table 2. Input Parameters

Input Parameter Description
D

ep
lo

y
m

en
t node replication strategy (single-/multi-master, selection), replicas, laziness

geo-replication equals “node replication”
partitioning number of partitions, strategy (range, hash), data access (client,

proxy, routing)
resources hierarchical infrastructure model of DDBMS (cf. Figure 1)

E
va

lu
a
ti

o
n failure spec number of failing nodes per level (cf. Table 1), number of failing

nodes per types
recovery Spec restart policies, number of database nodes to add (per node type

if existent)
workload spec requests per second, read/write request ratio, number of data

items

virtual machine. Here, it is important to ensure that no additional clean-up
tasks, e.g. closing network connections get executed. The failure of a physical
server leads to the unavailability of all virtual machines hosted on that server.
The failure of a full availability zone or even an entire region leads to the un-
availability of multiple physical servers and hence unavailability of all hosted
virtual machines.

4 Availability Metrics

From the previous sections we derive input parameters and output metrics to
evaluate the availability of DDBMSs running on cloud infrastructures. Input pa-
rameters describe the deployment and evaluation specifications of the DDBMS,
while output metrics describe the experienced availability after the input param-
eters have been applied. Hence, a tuple of input parameters and output metrics
provide the base for the availability evaluation (cf. Section 5).

4.1 Input Parameters

The input parameters as listed in Table 2 comprise the deployment and evalu-
ation specification. The deployment specification combines the replication and
partitioning characteristics (cf. Section 3.1), failure and recovery characteris-
tics (cf. Section 3.2) and deployment information of the DDBMS nodes. The
first two input parameters define the replication setting of the DDBMS, i.e.
node replication level and cross data centre geo-replication level. None, one, or
both replication levels might be configured for the DDBMS under observance.
The replication first is defined by the strategy, defines the amount of replicas
the replication will have in normal, healthy state, and the update laziness, how
the write requests are synchronized between replicas.

Partitioning defines the setting for data partitioning, if present. If partition-
ing takes place, the amount of partitions are specified, and how the distribution



Table 3. Output Metrics

Output Metric Description
S
ta

ti
st

ic
s accessibility DDBMS is accessible for client requests (read and write)

performance impact throughput (read/write requests per second), latency of re-
quests

request error rate amount of failed requests due to data unavailability

T
im

es take over time time until the failure spec is being masked by the DDBMS
recovery time time until the recovery spec is applied by the DDBMS

strategy of data items to partitions is handled (group based, range based, with
hashing functions). For accessing the distributed data items, the data access is
of importance, namely if the client connects to the correct partition directly, via
a proxy or requests are routed automatically.

The resources parameter contains a full model of the allocated infrastructure
resources for the DDBMS. This model includes all infrastructure entities involved
from geographic location, to physical servers, virtual machines and DDBMS
nodes (cf. Figure 1). If the DDBMS differentiates node types, the type is reflected
in the resource information as well.

Further, Table 2 also presents the evaluation specification parameters. The
failure specification parameter defines a failure scenario which will be emulated
by the Gibbon framework. For each level of potential failures described in Ta-
ble 1, the amount of failing resource entities and (optionally) the DDBMS node
type to fail is defined. The recovery specification parameter on the other hand de-
scribes the emulated recovery plan such as restarting virtual machines or adding
new nodes to the DDBMS. The input parameters can skip the optional failure
recovery parameter.

For simulating failure and recovery specification, the DDBMS is continuously
under an artificial workload, defined by the workload specification parameter.
This parameter defines the amount of read and write requests, as well as the
total amount of data items stored in the DDBMS.

4.2 Output Metrics

The output metrics presented in Table 3 represent the experienced availability
after the input parameters deployment and evaluation specification have been
applied. The output metrics are results of continuously monitoring the metrics
while input parameters are applied.

The accessibility α defines if the database is still reachable by clients (accept-
ing incoming connections) and accepts read and write requests. While accessi-
bility represents boolean values over time, the performance impact φ represents
the throughput the DDBMS can handle during the evaluation scenario, includ-
ing the amount of requests and the latency for request handling. For instance
the performance may be decreased if replicas are down. In case of node failures,
not all data partitions of a DDBMS may be available until the failure is handled.



The request error rate ε describes as output metric the amount of failed requests
due to data unavailability over the evaluation time.

The output metrics take over time and recovery time specify the measured
time the DDBMS required to identify the applied failure specification, and the
time it takes to apply the recovery specification. The accessibility, the perfor-
mance impact and the data loss rate are time series values over the time the
evaluation scenario is being applied. These values are measured periodically
at runtime, are then aggregated and statistically represented in an percentile
ranking over the time separately for the time it takes to apply i) the failure
specification and ii) the recovery specification.

From the described output metrics, the overall availability metric of the
evaluated DDBMS can be calculated. From the output metrics, only a con-
figurable amount of percentiles (e.g. > 90) are considered. Each of the three
metrics accessibility, performance impact and data loss rate gets its configurable
weighting factor Wα,Wε,Wφ resulting in the overall availability metric defined
as Θ = α ∗Wα + ε ∗Wε + φ ∗Wφ

5 Availability Evaluation

In this section we present an extensible methodology to evaluate the availability
capabilities of DDBMSs based on the defined input parameters and output met-
rics (cf. Section 4). Therefore we define an adaptable evaluation process, which
emulates the previous failure levels and enacts the respective recovery actions.
This process enables the monitoring of the defined availability metrics in or-
der to analyse the high availability efficiency of the evaluated DDBMS. First,
we introduce the evaluation process, defining the required evaluation states and
transitions. Second, we present an algorithm to inject cloud resource failures on
different levels, based on a predefined failure specification.

5.1 Evaluation Process

Emulating cloud resource failures and monitoring the defined availability met-
rics, requires the definition of a thorough and adaptable evaluation process,
from the DDBMS deployment in the cloud over the simulation of cloud resource
failures to the recovering of the DDBMS. A fine-grained evaluation process is
depicted in Figure 2, where the monitoring periods of the availability metrics
are presented in the white box, the evaluation process state in the yellow box
and the framework components in the blue box. In the following we introduce
the evaluation process states and the monitoring periods, while the framework
components are described in Section 6.

The depicted evaluation process in Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary eval-
uation, which runs through all defined states exactly once by executing the
respective transitions (cf. Table 4 and Table 5). Yet, it is also possible to leave
out dedicated transitions such as recovery action. The Gibbon framework exe-
cutes each evaluation process and it also supports the combination of multiple
evaluation processes into an evaluation scenario.
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Fig. 2. Evaluation Process

Throughout each evaluation process, the defined availability metrics (cf. Sec-
tion 4) need to be monitored. Yet, the monitoring period for each availability
metric depends on the evaluation process state as depicted in Figure 2. The per-
formance impact and accessibility is monitored from the healthy to the finished
state to analyse the performance development over the intermediate states and
compare it with the performance at the beginning. The request error rate is mon-
itored during the unhealthy to the recovered state to analyse the development of
the failed request rate. The take over time is monitored in the transition from
the unhealthy to the masked state while the recovery time is monitored in the
transition from the masked to the recovered state.

5.2 DB Gibbon Algorithm

In order to emulate failing cloud resources on the different levels, we build upon
the concepts of Netflix’s Simian Army [26] and adapt these concepts for DDBMS
in the cloud. Therefore, we define an algorithm, which is able to enact the intro-
duced cloud failure levels (cf. 3.2) for DDBMSs. Following the Simian Army [26]
concepts, we name our algorithm the DB Gibbon. The algorithm is depicted in
Listing 1.1 and requires as input parameters a list of failures <List<failure
>> and the dbDeployment. The failures list contains n failure objects with
the attributes failureLevel, indicating the cloud resource failure level (cf.
Table 1), failureQuantity specifying the number of failures to be enacted
by the DB Gibbon and nodeType specifying the failing nodes type. Possible
nodeTypes are <ANY, DATA, MANAGEMENT, QUERY> The dbDeployment param-
eter contains the information of the deployed DDBMS topology, i.e. the mapping
of each node to the cloud resource. Based on these parameters the DB Gibbon



Table 4. Evaluation states

State Description

Initialised A new evaluation process is triggered

Ready all nodes of the DDBMS deployed in the cloud and the configuration is
finished, i.e. the DDBMS is operational

Healthy all nodes of DDBMS are serving requests

Unhealthy n nodes of the DDBMS are not operational due to cloud resource failures,
the DDBMS has not yet started take over actions.

Masked the DDBMS initiated automatically the take over of n replicas to reestab-
lish the availability of all data records. The DDBMS is operational again
but with −n nodes

Recovered the number of nodes complies again with the initial number of nodes, all
nodes of DDBMS are serving requests

Finished The evaluation process is finished

Table 5. Evaluation transitions

Transition Description

Deploy The DDBMS is being deployed and configured, i.e. dedicated VMs
are allocated in specified locations

Start workload A constant workload is started against the deployed DDBMS

Trigger failure a specified cloud resource failure is emulated by the DB Gibbon com-
ponent (cf. Section 5.2, provoking the failure of n nodes

Take over DDBMS recognizes the failure of n nodes and initialises the take over
of the remaining replicas by propagating the new locations for the
currently unavailable data records.

Recovery action the DDBMS is restored to its actual number or nodes by adding n new
nodes to the DDBMS. In this process the new nodes are integrated
in the running DDBMS and the data is redistributed.

Stop workload The workload is stopped

algorithm enacts the specified failures in the transition to the unhealthy state as
depicted in Figure 2. After enacting all failures, the algorithm returns the up-
dated deployment, which is used to trigger the recovery action by calculating the
difference to the initial deployment and deriving the required recovery actions.

Listing 1.1. DB Gibbon Algorithm

input : f a i l u r e s<List<f a i l u r e >>, dbDeployment
output : dbDeployment
beg in
f o r each f a i l u r e in f a i l u r e s
i f f a i l u r e . f a i l u r e L e v e l == f a i l u r e L e v e l .VM
def VMs List<VM> ← dbDeployment . getVMsOfNodeType ( f a i l u r e . nodeType )
f o r ( i n t i : f a i l u r e . f a i l u r eQuan t i t y )
def failedVM VM ← failRandomVM(VMs)
dbDeployment ← updateDeployment ( dbDeployment , failedVM )

end

e l s e i f f a i l u r e . f a i l u r e L e v e l == f a i l u r e L e v e l .AVAILABILITY ZONE
fo r ( i n t i : f a i l u r e . f a i l u r eQuan t i t y )



def VMs List<VM> ← dbDeployment
. a v a i l a b i l i t yZon e ( i ) . getVMsOfNodeType ( f a i l u r e . nodeType )
def fai ledVMs List<VM> ← fai lVMs (VMs)
dbDeployment ← updateDeployment ( dbDeployment , fai ledVMs )

end

e l s e i f f a i l u r e . f a i l u r e L e v e l == f a i l u r e L e v e l .REGION
fo r ( i n t i : f a i l u r e . f a i l u r eQuan t i t y )
def VMs List<VM> ← dbDeployment . r eg i on ( i )
. getVMsOfNodeType ( f a i l u r e . nodeType )
def fai ledVMs List<VM> ← fai lVMs (VMs, f a i l u r e S e v e r i t y )
dbDeployment ← updateDeployment ( dbDeployment , fai ledVMs )

end

// only p r i va t e c loud deployments
e l s e i f f a i l u r e . f a i l u r e L e v e l == f a i l u r e L e v e l .PHYSICAL HOST
fo r ( i n t i : f a i l u r e . f a i l u r eQuan t i t y )
def VMs List<VM> ← dbDeployment . phys i ca lHost ( i )
. getVMsOfNodeType ( f a i l u r e . nodeType )
def fai ledVMs List<VM> ← fai lVMs (VMs, f a i l u r e S e v e r i t y )
dbDeployment ← updateDeployment ( dbDeployment , fai ledVMs )

end
e l s e
return FAIL

end
return dbDeployment

end

6 Architecture

This section presents the architecture of the novel Gibbon Framework for exe-
cuting the introduced evaluation methodology (cf. Figure 2). A high-level view
on the architecture is depicted in Figure 3, introducing the technical framework
components and their interactions between each other. The entry point to the
Gibbon framework represents the evaluation API, expecting the evaluation sce-
nario specification. This specification comprises four sub specifications for the
respective framework components. In the following each framework component
is explained with respect to the required specification and its technical details.

Orchestrator Orchestrator receives the deployment specification, which com-
prises the description required cloud resources and the actual DDBMS with its
configuration. Hence, the orchestrator interacts with the cloud provider APIs to
provision the cloud resources and to orchestrate the DDBMS on these resources.
As carved out in our previous work, the usage of advanced Cloud Orchestration
Tools (COTs) over basic DevOps tools is preferable as COTs abstract cloud
provider APIs and provide monitoring and adaptation capabilities during run-
time [4]. The monitoring capabilities comprise general system metrics as well
as customisable application specific metrics. Hence, the monitoring capabilities
of COTs can be exploited to measure metrics such as the DDBMS nodes state
or ongoing maintenance operations, which are required to express the availabil-
ity metric (cf. Section 4). COTs offer run-time adaptations such as deleting
or suspending cloud resources or DDBMS nodes, adding new cloud resources
and DDBMS nodes or the execution of additional applications on the existing
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Fig. 3. Gibbon Evaluation Framework Architecture

DDBMS nodes. These capabilities are used by the DB Gibbon and recovery agent
components. The Gibbon framework builds upon the Cloudiator COT2 [10],
which supports the main public IaaS providers (Amazon EC23, Google Com-
pute4, Microsoft Azure5) as well as private clouds built upon OpenStack6 and
provides advanced cross-cloud monitoring and adaptation capabilities [12].

DB Gibbon This component is responsible to emulate cloud resources failures
based on the provided failure specification. It queries the COT for the current
DDBMS deployment information, i.e. the mapping of nodes to cloud resources
and their location. Based on the deployment information and the failure specifi-
cation, it executes the DB Gibbon algorithm (cf. Section 5.2). In the execution
phase of the algorithm the DB Gibbon interacts with the COT to enact the ac-
tual failures on cloud resource level, e.g. deleting all VMs of the DDBMS which
rely in availability zone A.

Recovery Agent The component receives the recovery specification, which
comprises the defined recovery actions (cf. Section 3.2). It collects the DDBMS
deployment state from the the DB Gibbon after its execution and map the re-
covery actions to the failed resources. To enact the actual recovery actions, the
recovery agent interacts with the COT, which executes the cloud provider API
calls and orchestrates the DDBMS nodes.

Workload Agent It keeps the DDBMS under constant workload during the
evaluation process to measure the performance development during the different
evaluation states by receiving a workload specification, describing the targeted
operation types, the data set size and the number of operations. Further, the
workload agent is responsible to measure the performance metrics and store them

2 http://cloudiator.org/
3 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
4 https://cloud.google.com/compute/
5 https://azure.microsoft.com
6 https://www.openstack.org/



for further analysis in the context of the availability metrics. Our framework uses
the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) as workload agent [8] as the YCSB
supports distributed execution, multiple DDBMSs and easy extensibility.

7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the effectiveness of the Gibbon framework based on
a concrete evaluation scenario for MongoDB7. First, we describe the applied
deployment, failure, recovery, and workload specifications and second, we discuss
early evaluation results of the accessibility, take over and recovery time.

7.1 Evaluation Scenario: MongoDB

We select MongoDB as the most prevalent document-oriented data store8 as the
preliminary DDBMS to evaluate. MongoDB is classified as CP in the context of
the CAP theorem but still provides mechanisms to enable high availability [11],
such as automatic take over in case of node failures. MongoDB’s architecture is
built upon three different services: (1) mongos act as query router, providing an
interface between clients and a sharded cluster, (2) configs store the metadata
of a sharded cluster, (3) shards persist the data. A group of shards build a replica
set with one primary handling all requests and n secondaries, synchronizing
the primary data and taking over in case the primary becomes unavailable.

The applied evaluation scenario builds upon a single evaluation process as
depicted in Figure 2. Yet, in this preliminary evaluation process we do not apply
a constant workload during the evaluation but use three different data set sizes
which are inserted in MongoDB during the deployment of MongoDB. Hence,
we only measure the metrics take over time and recovery time. Accessibility is
measured by periodic connection attempts by a MongoDB client.

The deployment specification comprises one mongos and three shards nodes,
building a MongoDB replica set with one primary and two secondaries with
full-replication and no sharding. For the sake of simplicity we did not deploy a
production-ready setup with multiple mongos and config nodes. All nodes are
provisioned on a private cloud based on OpenStack version Kilo with full and
isolated access to all physical and virtual resources. All nodes are provisioned
within the region Ulm and the availability zone University. Each node runs on
a VM with 2 vCPUs, 4GB RAM, 40GB disk and Ubuntu 14.04.

As failure specification we applied one failure object with the attributes
failureLevel=VM, failureQunatity=1 nodeType=data to the DB Gibbon.

The recovery specification defines to add of a new data node (i.e. secondary in
MongoDB), as soon as MongoDB reaches the masked state after a node failure.
MongoDB is configured to elect a new primary if the recent primary node failed.

As stated above, we do not apply a constant workload during the evaluation,
the workload specification only defines the data set by number of records=100K,
400K, 800K and record size=10KB.
7 https://www.mongodb.com/
8 http://db-engines.com/en/ranking_trend



7.2 Evaluation Results

The preliminary evaluation results reveals two insights: the behaviour in case of
node failures and in the case of adding a new replica to the system.

In case of a node failure, the behaviour depends on the failed node type. If a
secondary fails, connected clients will loose their read-only connections and have
to reconnect to another secondary or to the primary node. In this case we can
assume, that at least the primary node is still accessible, so clients can reconnect
immediately. If the primary fails, clients will loose their read/write connections,
but may connect immediately to a secondary node for read requests. Remaining
secondaries will recognize that the primary fails and will elect the new primary
after a configurable timeout. During this timeout and election phase, no clients
can issue write requests, the DDBMS is hence only accessible for read requests
and not for write requests. Per default, the primary failover timeout is configured
to ten seconds. In repeated experiments an average duration for election and
primary take over of five seconds (± one second) is measured. Hence, the overall
take over time is 15 seconds.

Whenever a node failure happens, the evaluation scenario adds a new replica
after the remaining nodes elected a primary. The new secondary node has to
synchronize the stored data from other nodes, for consistency reasons from the
primary node. The replication time depends on the size of stored data. For 100k,
400k, and 800k items the median for replication time with 30 runs takes 31s, 300s,
and 553s with a standard deviation of 7s, 15s, and 25s. The recovery time hence
depends on the amount of data to replicate, plus a fixed amount of time it takes
to allocate new resources on the Cloud. The DDBMS is accessible throughout
the replication, yet with reduced resources due to the ongoing synchronisation.

8 Related Work

The view on availability in distributed systems evolved over the last two decades.
The CAP theorem published in 2000, states that any networked shared-data
system can only have two of the three properties consistency, availability and
partition tolerance [6]. A revisited view on the CAP theorem is presented in
2012 [5], reflecting how emerging distributed systems such as DDBMSs adapted
their consistency, availability and partition tolerance properties as the decision
for two out of the three properties is not a binary decision [5].

The classification of DDBMSs according to their CAP properties in CA or
CP DDBMSs is a widely discussed topic in database research. A first overview
and analysis of emerging DDBMSs is provided by [7], analysing various DDBMSs
with respect to their availability capabilities in the context of the CAP theorem.

DDBMSs mechanism to provide high availability are discussed by [15], break-
ing down the technical replication strategies from master-slave replication to
masterless, asynchronous replication of 19 DDBMSs. Yet, the high availability
mechanisms are only discussed on a theoretical level and no evaluation of their
efficiency is proposed. Further, cloud resources are introduced as the preferable



resources to run DDBMSs but the different failure levels and their implication
to the availability of the DDBMS are not considered.

A similar approach is followed by [23], adding a dedicated classification of
common DDBMSs with respect to their CAP properties, i.e. AP or CP. Further,
the usage of cloud resources is discussed with respect to virtualisation and data
replication across multiple regions. Yet, the focus relies on enabling consistency
guarantees of wide-area DDBMSs while side-effects by using cloud resources that
effect as well as ensure availability in DDBMS are not considered in detail.

An availability- and reliability-centric classification of DDBMSs is presented
by [11]. Hereby, the challenges to provide non-functional requirements such as
replication, consistency, conflict management, and partitioning are broken down
in a fine grained classification schema and a set of 11 DDBMS are analysed.
Two availability affecting issues and solutions are presented, overloading and
node failures: i) Is a DDBMS not available due to overloading, the DDBMS
needs to be scaled out. ii) Replicas need to be in place to overcome database
node failures. Yet, the proposed solutions are on an architectural level and the
actual capabilities of DDBMSs are not evaluated in real-world scenarios.

While theoretical classifications of DDBMSs provide a valuable starting point
for a first selection of DDBMSs, the final selection still remains challenging due to
the heterogeneous DDBMSs landscape. Hence, database evaluation frameworks
provide additional insights in DDBMS capabilities by evaluation dedicated eval-
uation tiers based on different workload domains. While available evaluation
frameworks such as YCSB [8] or YCSB++ [20], focus on the evaluation per-
formance, scalability, elasticity and consistency, the availability tier is not yet
considered by these frameworks [24]. First approaches in availability evalua-
tion are based on the YCSB and focus the on decreased availability due to an
overloaded database [25] [18]. While an evaluation framework focusing on the
availability of cloud-hosted DDBMSs is not yet available, an approach to en-
act synthetic failures on cloud resources is described by [26] and implemented
at Netflix. Yet, this approach only describes the failure scenarios in the cloud
and does not propose evaluation metrics or an evaluation methodology for cloud
applications in general and DDBMS in particular. A first approach towards the
availability metrics is presented by [2], yet the focus relies on the resilience of
DBMSs, while DDBMSs and their availability mechanism are not considered.
Existing failure-injection tools such as the DICE fault injection tool9 or jepsen10

either inject failures on node or DBMS level but do not support the injection of
resource failures in different granularity.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

In the last decade the database management system (DBMS) landscape grew
fast, resulting in a very heterogeneous DBMSs landscape, especially when it

9 https://github.com/dice-project/DICE-Fault-Injection-Tool
10 https://github.com/jepsen-io/jepsen



comes to distributed database management systems (DDBMSs). As cloud com-
puting is the preferable way to run distributed applications, cloud computing
seems to be the choice to run DDBMSs. Yet, the probability of failures in-
creases with the number of distributed entities and cloud computing adds an-
other layer of possible failures. Hence, DDBMSs apply data replication across
multiple DDBMS nodes to provide high availability in case of node failures. Yet,
providing high availability comes with limitations with respect to consistency
or partition tolerance as stated by the CAP theorem. As these limitations are
not binary, a vast number of high availability implementations in DDBMSs ex-
ist. This makes the selection of a DDBMS to run in the cloud a complex task,
especially as supportive availability evaluation frameworks are missing.

Therefore, we present Gibbon, a novel availability evaluation framework for
DDBMSs to increase the trust in running DDBMSs in the cloud. We describe
levels of cloud resource failures, existing DDBMS concepts to provide high avail-
ability and distill a set of five quantifiable availability metrics. Further, we de-
rive the DDBMSs specific technical details, affecting the availability evaluation
processes. Building upon these findings, we introduce the concept of extensible
evaluation scenarios, comprising n evaluation processes. Further, we present the
DB Gibbon, which emulates cloud resource failures on different levels.

The Gibbon framework executes the defined evaluation scenarios for generic
DDBMSs and cloud infrastructures. Its architecture comprises an orchestrator
to deploy the DDBMS in the cloud, a workload agent, a recovery agent and
the DB Gibbon to inject cloud resources failures. As preliminary evaluation, we
evaluate the take over and recovery time of MonogDB in a private cloud, by
injecting failures on the virtual machine level.

Future work will comprise an in-depth evaluation of multiple well-adopted
DDBMSs8 based on the Gibbon framework. Further, the definition of a minimal
evaluation scenario to derive a significant availability rating, is in progress. In
this context, the statistical calculations of the overall availability rating index
will be refined. Finally, the portability of Gibbon evaluate the availability of
generic applications running in the cloud will be evaluated.
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